COACH HINKS PICKS ENGINEER VARSITY GYM TEAM LINEUP

Athletes Perfect Series for Opening Meet with Penn and Harvard

The newly picked Technology gym team will go into action tomorrow afternoon, and the squad showed itself to be a good one when Coach Ed Hinks has selected an outfit that will be up to par with the best of Penn and Harvard. The opening meet will be against these teams in the gymnasium on Monday afternoon.

All of the men have had at least a year of varsity experience, and the squad is formed with the idea of making up a junior team for the first time in college history. This will make it possible for the coaches to try out the younger men for the first time, as they have been unable to do this in the past. The squad will include the following:

Dellenbaugh Now Handles Varsity
Coach A. W. Stevens Will Be in Charge of All Other Crews

DIFFERENCE IN STYLE KEY FOR CHANGE
New Combination Expected to Bolster Engineering Crew Into Winning Eights

A shift in the duties of Head Coach Arthur W. Stevens and Coach Dellenbaugh of the varsity crew is announced by the officials of the university gymnastic association in conference between the two meet. Coach Stevens will handle the varsity eight, while Coach Dellenbaugh will have charge of the varsity nines, and the two will guide the races in a manner that will be the under direction of Stevens.

The chief reason for the shift was the difference in the styles of instruction of the two coaches. Stevens is more flexible in teaching, and his methods are more in the form of an artist. He can drill the rowers on the right notes, and work on the right style of rowing.

Dellenbaugh, on the other hand, is more mathematician in his teaching, and his methods are more in the form of a computer. He can work on the right notes, and work on the right style of rowing.

Stewart Instills New Men Into Varsity Crew

The new gym team system is for superior to any other in the teaching of green oarsmen. The progress is to make the candidates work hard, and to make sure that they are soundly drilled in the fundamentals of oarsmanship. It is sometimes difficult to put the necessary time on team play. Coach Stewart is well aware of this, and has made sure that the candidates will be put in the water. He has made sure that the candidates will be put in the water. He has made sure that the candidates will be put in the water.

For these reasons it is believed that the new system will be able to work with the Technological crew, and that it will make for better oarsmen in the future. The coaching will be done by Dellenbaugh, who is the newly appointed coach of the varsity crew.
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